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Of the forty-four presidents who have led the United States, nine made mistakes that
permanently scarred the nation. Which nine? Brion McClanahan, author of The Politically
Incorrect Guide to the Founding Fathers and The Founding Fathers' Guide to the Constitution,
will surprise readers with his list, which he supports with exhaustive and entertaining evidence. 9
Presidents Who Screwed Up America is a new look back at American history that unabashedly
places blame for our nation's current problems on the backs of nine very flawed men.

"This book is both a fascinating read by a master historian and a necessary guide for any voter."
---Kevin R. C. Gutzman, author of James Madison and the Making of America --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapIt Didn’t Start with Barack
ObamaAmerica is well on her way to becoming a banana republic. With presidents signing
patently unconstitutional legislation, refusing to enforce laws they don’t like, and even making
appointments without the advice and consent of the Senate, it’s clear that the federal Republic
our Constitution established is hanging by a thread. And yet the chances that a president who
has flouted our founding document and the very rule of law will be impeached are slim to
none.Americans seem to have resigned ourselves to the exact form of government that the
framersand ratifiers of our Constitution feared most: the tyranny of an elected monarch. The
executive branch of the U.S. federal government has grown so far beyond the bounds set for it in
ourConstitution that Americans can no longer claim to govern ourselves. We only get the chance
to pick the man who will spend four years legislating unilaterally with his pen, waging undeclared
wars, and usurping still more powers that the people and the states never delegated to the
federal government in the first place.But how did we get here?Step by unconstitutional step, as
historian Brion McClanahan reveals in Nine Presidents Who Screwed Up America—And Four
Who Tried to Save Her. McClanahan’s ranking of the presidents is surprising—because he
judges them on the only true standard: whether or not they kept their oath of office to “preserve,
protect and defend the Constitution of the United States.”--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Review"This book is both a fascinating read by a master historian and a
necessary guide for any voter." ---Kevin R. C. Gutzman, author of James Madison and the
Making of America --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorBrion
McClanahan holds an MA and PhD in American history from the University of South Carolina.
Born in Virginia, he attended high school in Delaware and received a BA in history from
Salisbury University in Maryland. He lives with his wife and children near Phenix City,
Alabama.Mike Chamberlain is an actor and voice-over performer, as well as an AudioFile
Earphones Award-winning audiobook narrator. Along with animation and video game
characters, Mike performs narration and voices promos for television. He lives with his wife and



daughter in Southern California. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the
Back CoverIt Didn't Start with Barack ObamaAmerica is well on her way to becoming a banana
republic. With presidents signing patently unconstitutional legislation, refusing to enforce laws
they don't like, and even making appointments without the advice and consent of the Senate, it's
clear that the federal Republic our Constitution established is hanging by a thread. And yet the
chances that a president who has flouted our founding document and the very rule of law will be
impeached are slim to none.Americans seem to have resigned ourselves to the exact form of
government that the framersand ratifiers of our Constitution feared most: the tyranny of an
elected monarch. The executive branch of the U.S. federal government has grown so far beyond
the bounds set for it in ourConstitution that Americans can no longer claim to govern ourselves.
We only get the chance to pick the man who will spend four years legislating unilaterally with his
pen, waging undeclared wars, and usurping still more powers that the people and the states
never delegated to the federal government in the first place.But how did we get here?Step by
unconstitutional step, as historian Brion McClanahan reveals in Nine Presidents Who Screwed
Up America--And Four Who Tried to Save Her. McClanahan's ranking of the presidents is
surprising--because he judges them on the only true standard: whether or not they kept their
oath of office to "preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States."--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Shawn M. Warswick, “Well Written and Argued. Historian Brion McClanahan has produced an
easily accessible, well developed argument about the out of control power of the Presidency.
Rather than go down the well trodden path taken by most historians, preferring presidents who
expand the power of the presidency, McClanahan uses the oath of office as his yardstick.Unlike
you might expect, McClanahan notes that the problem started back with George Washington
and his second term and Andrew Jacksons' two terms in office. This will probably not ruffle too
many feathers, but when McClanahan takes on the sacred cows of the big government
establishment, presidents such as Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, and Franklin
Roosevelt, he is bound to upset some people. And that's a good thing!The author backs his
arguments up with evidence and concise argumentation. If you are looking for an interesting take
on presidential history, I can't recommend this one highly enough. It's well written and not
pedantic, like academic history. You'll be happy you read this book.”

Stratiotes Doxha Theon, “Rise of the imperial presidency. What if we judged presidents based
on their job description rather than their ability to push their agenda? That is the question asked
by this author; the job description being the oath of office. Using a handful of examples with
documented details, the author demonstrates the rise of an imperial presidency from the second
Washington administration to the present. The author's efforts have been rewarded with
accusations that he is nothing more than a far-right hack. Yet, many of the presidents and
examples he sites were considered conservatives by historians and contemporaries alike. He
spares not even the patron saint of the Republican party, Abraham Lincoln. So, such criticism is,
prima facie, too broad and dismissive.This is an important work and one we must judge it on the
facts, even if those facts are hard to accept based on our own personal political leanings. And
that fact is, time and again presidents have ignored their oath to preserve and protect the
constitution in favor of pursuing greater and greater executive authority to the point that the
presidency became an office the original authors of the Constitution feared, an elected
monarchy that merely replaces the king of England. Like it or not, these concerns are valid and
worthy of the attention of all American citizens. It should make us pause and ponder, "What
have we become?"”

Old Marine, “Absorbing book.. This is not really a page turner, but it has lots of good information
on past presidents. The author bases his judgment of presidents based on how closely they
adhered to the Constitution. Lincoln is listed as one who screwed up the country. He did many
things that ran counter to the Constitution, but yet he held the country together during the Civil
War. Tyler is generally considered to be inconsequential as a president, yet he stuck to the
Constitution rigidly. He became the first Vice President to become President on the death of the
President, and Congress wasn't sure how to handle it. Some members of Congress even



thought Congress as a group would act as president, with the Vice President remaining a
figurehead. Tyler actually assumed the presidency with a firm grasp and ran the show to the
extent that at one point his entire Cabinet resigned except for of the Secretary of State. They
didn't realize Tyler already had an entire new Cabinet on tap ready to be sworn in. That part of
the book is actually entertaining.  All in all, a good read with interesting insights.”

Daughter of the South, “I never liked history--until now. I never liked history--until now. Science
was "my cup of tea". Now I cannot read enough history but one must be careful to study the
original documents, the pros and cons etc.--takes a lot of time but absolutely necessary. When
you understand that much of what one has "heard" or "been taught" is not correct can one begin
to think for self and dig out truth and surety. Dr. McClanahan has done the research--he has told
the story from an true historical view.  Thank you.”

C Chan, “An excellent book that addresses how many presidents have steered the .... An
excellent book that addresses how many presidents have steered the executive branch to an
increasingly expansive controlling role in the federal government. Few presidents have abided
by the separation of powers enshrined in the constitution. The presidential encroachment has
been abetted by the congress with its desire to miss accountability for the growth of the federal
government and the overshadow of states' responsibilities and authority.”

Secret Agent, “An interesting take on strict construction of the Constitution. The author has a
very strict constructionist view of the Constitution, and sometimes takes things a bit far, but as
far as I was able to determine his factual examples were accurate even if his interpretation of
those facts went a bit far.  A good read that should make you think.”

Ellessay, “Interesting and Informative. I enjoyed a new look at the presidents through new eyes
based on our constitution. It will be hard to get the executive branch back in line with Congress
so obsessed with politics instead of the good of the country. Along with the reforms suggested, I
would like to see term limits for Congressional representatives too. When you combine a lazy
electorate with politicians who are corrupted and greedy, we get those who get rich and fight
anything that will change their status quo. They won't do their job and yet the voters re-elect the
same politicians over and over again. And we see the culpability of the media who have the
power to ruin lives and reputations with no regard for the truth. There is a lot to fix and it won't be
easy.  Being awake and aware is half the battle.”

saxpistols, “What an education!. McClanahan knows his stuff and he knows how to present a
case succinctly and effectively. Presidents are setting precedents that they really ought not to
be. Some of my favorite presidents were among our nation's worse abusers of the constitution;
how about yours? I certainly did not get what I expected out of this book as I headed in, but
definitely appreciate the education. Thank you Mr. McClanahan. Don't expect this book to run



along party lines as the ones who tried to save her or screwed her up were from all parties. This
is a book to be read with open eyes and an open mind. It will challenge your long-held beliefs,
and might just invite you to cross the aisle for a little while.”

mark donaldson, “Original and not what you learn in school. A really refreshing perspective. If
you like Presidential history you will enjoy this book even if you disagree with the author.”

The book by Roger L. Williams has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 475 people have provided feedback.
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